
Functional neuroimaging and brain 
connectivity

• Why bother?
– The brain adheres to certain principles of functional segregation 

but these are insufficient to describe its operations satisfactorily
– A description of regional patterns of activity in terms of causal 

relationships with other brain regions obviates some of the 
theoretical constraints in the simple brain mapping approach

– A better model for some brain disorders?

Functional Connectivity vs. Effective 
Connectivity

• Functional Connectivity
– the temporal correlation of spatially remote 

neurophysiological events
• Effective Connectivity

– The influential relationship between one brain region 
and another

An observed inter-regional 
correlation…

These two regions are functionally connected. The observation 
of correlation is an observation of functional connectivity.

They may be Effectively connected. The observation of 
correlation is compatible with this but also with other 
possibilities.

r

Why might we observe functional 
connectivity?

Because of effective connectivity i.e. a uni-or bi-directional influential 
(‘effective’) relationship

Why might we observe functional 
connectivity?

No effective connectivity between the two regions. Correlation arises 
due to the common influence of a third factor (region or task)

How do we represent connectivity?

•Descriptive
•Correlative
•Psychophysiological
interaction/physiophysiological
interaction
•Path analysis/structural equation 
modelling/DCM

Functional

Effective

Data-led

Model-based



Observation of task-related 
coactivation is a rather unsatisfying 
index of inter-regional connectivity

Produced by a standard analysis of task-related activation, representing 
simply a different theoretical treatment of the results

Regions thus implicated may not be directly correlated (correlation is 
not transitive)

Non-transitivity of separate regional 
task-associated activations

Task Baseline

Region 1

Region 2

Correlative analysis
Requires some a priori model (albeit a simple one)

Y (1-n) = c + ß.X (1-n) + Є

X = voxel/region of interest
Y = every other region
ß = functional connectivity between X and Y

Ultimately, this approach - though it ensures that two regions do indeed 
correlate  - adds little to a simple description of regional co-activation.

Psychophysiological interaction/
Physiophysiological interaction (PPI)

• The observation of task- or context-dependent inter-
regional covariance

• Measures the ways in which a given region ‘predicts’
activity in other brain regions.

• This has been referred to as the (context-dependent) 
‘contribution’ of activity in one area to that in another 
(here contribution is used used in a statistical sense –
contributes to an explanation of the variance)

The convolved signal
• A burst of neuronal firing is succeeded by a 

haemodynamic response (the form of which we think that 
we know in advance).

• In setting up our analytical model, we imagine that our 
psychological variable is controlling the neuronal firing 
and that we can specify when the neuronal bursts will 
occur with reference to when our cognitive “events”
occurred.

• These two pieces of information enable us, through 
convolution of the neuronal burst with the HRF, to 
predict the changes in BOLD signal that should occur in 
activated areas.

PPI and convolution

• Imagine two regions: A and B
• Their activity is given by xA and xB respectively.
• The convolved signals, i.e. BOLD signals, from each are 

given by
• yA = HxA and yB = HxB
• A neuronal (physio-physiological) interaction is 

expressed by xA xB
• yA yB (i.e. HxA HxB) is not equivalent to H(xA xB )
• Likewise for psychophysiological interactions, 

– HPyA (i.e.(HP)(HxA)) is not equivalent to H(PxA)



PPI and convolution – block design

Box-car design
Neuronal firing

PPI regressor produced by multiplying BOLD signal by task design
(yPX = HP x HX)

PPI regressor produced by multiplying neuronal signal by task design and 
then convolving - yPX = H(P x X)

• The use of the convolved signal in setting up the 
PPI does not seem too problematic.

• The resultant regressor differs only a little from 
that produced in the more correct way (using the 
convolved product of the task vector and the 
neuronal firing vector).

PPI and block design - summary PPI – event-related designs

• Two problems
– The use of the convolved signal in producing the PPI 

regressor is much less satisfactory
– A given BOLD measurement is produced by 

convolution with a history of neuronal events, which 
have been stimulated under a number of different 
contexts.



Activity Xa Activity Xb

BOLD response HXa

BOLD response - HXb

PPI regressor produced by multiplying BOLD signal by task design
(yXaXb = HXa x HXb)

PPI regressor produced by multiplying neuronal signal by task design and 
then convolving (yXaXb = H(Xa x Xb)



• The use of the convolved signal in setting up the 
PPI is an inaccurate reflection of the (task x 
neuronal) or (neuronal x neuronal) interaction.

• The convolved response loses its context in the 
setting of rapidly changing events.

PPI and event-related design - summary PsychophysiologicalPsychophysiological
interactions:interactions:
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Spontaneous Low-Frequency BOLD 
Fluctuations and Functional Connectivity

• Introduction
• Evidence for a Connectivity Contrast Mechanism-M. Lowe

• Data Analysis: Network Connectivity Assessment-B. Biswal

• Physiologic Noise, Aliasing artifacts, and Correction 
Methods-T. Lund

• Resting State Correlations and the Default Mode 
Hypothesis-M. Greicius

Correlated Spontaneous LFBF and 
Functional Connectivity

• It was first reported at the First International Conference 
on Functional Mapping of the Human Brain (Paris, 1995)
that spontaneous low frequency BOLD fluctuations 
(LFBF) were observed to be highly correlated between 
bilateral primary motor regions. Biswal et al., 1995

• Functional connectivity can be defined as a descriptive 
measure of spatiotemporal correlations that exist between 
spatially distinct regions of the brain. Friston et al. J Cereb Blood Flow 
Metab 13:5-14, Strother et al. J Cereb Blood Flow Metab 15:738-753

What evidence do we have that LFBF correlations reflect functional connectivity?

• Slow (~0.1 Hz) oscillation observed in cerebral 
blood flow and oxygenation (LDF, reflectance 
oximetry, …)

• Oscillations in BOLD MR signal show high 
correlation between functionally related brain 
regions (Biswal et. al., 1995)

Low Frequency Physiologic 
Fluctuations

MRI allows high spatial resolution 
study of these correlations

How To Measure Connectivity with 
LFBF

• Data Acquisition
– Sampling rate
– Spectral resolution

• Data Analysis
– Temporal filtering & Cross Correlation/MI
– Network analysis

• PCA
• ICA
• Structural Equation Modeling



Data Acquisition

• Need high temporal sampling rate to avoid 
aliasing cardiac and respiratory-rate effects 

BOLD fluctuations near
middle cerebral arteries

Pulse oximeter

Cardiac

respiration

• need enough images to have good spectral 
resolution (i.e. enough d.o.f. for statistical power)

• Example:
Acquire 512 images with TR=200ms

Nyquist Frequency=2.5Hz

Spectral resolution=~0.01Hz

Data Acquisition

Only 10 spectral d.o.f after filtering > 0.1Hz

• Typical Experiment
– Subject at rest
– acquire 2200 images of a single slice through bilateral 

motor cortex
• 64x64 image matrix
• TE/TR/flip=50ms/133ms/30
• bandwidth=125kHz
• FOV=24cm, slice thickness=5mm

Data Acquisition
Correlation to left precentral gyrus in single slice

rapid TR studies:  2048 images

Subject 1 Subject 2
Generalizes to other right/left hemisphere symmetric cortices:
visual cortex, auditory cortex

• It has been widely observed that spontaneous low-
frequency fluctuations in BOLD-weighted MRI 
data are correlated between brain regions known 
to be involved in similar task performance
– Motor system:  Biswal et al. 1995, Lowe et al. 1998, Gao et al., 1999 

– Visual system:  Lowe et al. 1998, Cordes et al. 2001,Hampson et al. 2004

– Auditory system:  Cordes et al., 2001

– Cognitive systems:  Lowe et al. 2000, Hampson et al. 2002, 

Functional Connectivity



• Volumetric acquisition—Advantages 
– Network coverage (isn’t this the point…)
– Better spectral resolution (more efficient sampling of 

effect)
– SSFP effects from short TR eliminated

• Near CSF regions, SSFP-related effects from short TR cause 
large cardiac cycle coupling in MR signal Zhao et al. 2001

• Cardiac cycle effects still exist in parenchymal tissue  Dagli et 
al., 1999; Lund et al., 2001; Bhattacharyya & Lowe, 2003

Data Acquisition

In general, cardiac and respiratory rates are not stationary over many cycles
aliased effects must be corrected

What Do We Know?

• Studies shed light on the nature and validity of the 
contrast mechanism
– Mechanism studies
– Validity Studies
– Patient population studies

• Correlations suppressed during hypercapnia (Biswal
et. al., 1997)

• Correlations predominately from BOLD vs. Blood 
flow (Biswal et al., 1997)

Low Frequency BOLD Fluctuations 
(LFBF)

Biswal et al., J Cereb Blood Flow
Metab 17:301-308 

Biswal et al., NMR in Biomed., 10:165-171

Small-world analysis of brain anatomical connectivity
Hilgetag, Kötter, Sporns et al

Macaque visual cortex: n = 32

C = 0.55  C/ Cran = 1.85 

L = 1.77   L/ Lran = 1.02

Cat whole cortex: n = 65

C = 0.54  C/ Cran = 1.99 

L = 1.87   L/ Lran = 1.07

Stephan et al (2000) SW properties of neuronographic data

Stam (2004) Frequency-dependent SW properties of MEG data

Eguiluz et al (2005) Scale-free SW properties of fMRI (voxel level)

Human brain functional network: n = 90

C = 0.24;  γ = C/ Cran = 2.08

L = 2.82;  λ = L/ Lran = 1.09

• Correlations depend on brain state (Lowe et. al., 1997, 2000)

Low Frequency BOLD Fluctuations 
(LFBF)

Continuous working 
memory

Continuous 
motor task

Lowe et al., NeuroImage 12:582-587 



• Frequency regime for reflecting connectivity 
limited to <0.1Hz (Cordes,et al, 2001)

Low Frequency BOLD Fluctuations 
(LFBF)

Cordes et al., Am J Neuroradiol 22:1326-1333 

• Correlations have similar echo time dependence 
to BOLD (Peltier & Noll, 2002)

Low Frequency BOLD Fluctuations 
(LFBF)

Peltier & Noll, NeuroImage 16:985-992 

Clinical Validation of Contrast 
Mechanism

• Dependence of LFBF Spatiotemporal correlations 
on anatomic connectivity:
– Callosal Agenesis: Quigley et al.
– White Matter Disease: Lowe et al, Radiology 2002

Normal subject Acallosal subject

Correlations to left Heschl’s gyrus (auditory cortex)
Single slice, rapid TR studies

Agenesis of the Corpus Callosum

Lowe et al., NeuroImage 9:S422, 1999



White Matter Disease and Low 
Frequency BOLD Fluctuations

Normal Subject MS Patient
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Fraction of pixels in rPCG highly correlated to lPCG

Electrophysiologic Basis for <0.1Hz 
Neuronal Signaling

• BOLD signal correlates 
with local field 
potential (LFP)

• Leopold et al., 2002: 
Spatial coherence in 
LFP power amplitude 
modulation observed at 
~<0.1Hz.

Leopold et al., Cerebral Cortex 13:422-433 

Spontaneous Cortical ‘States’ Reflect 
Cortical Connectivity

• Kenet et al., Nature 2003: Measured coherent spatial 
patterns in spontaneous fluctuations in cat visual cortex

• Patterns correspond to known patterns for specific 
stimuli

Kenet et al., Nature 425:954-956

“…intrinsic cortical states largely 
determined by intracortical connectivity.”

Summary
• Numerous studies investigating contrast mechanism

– “Functional” effect limited to frequencies < 0.1Hz
• Cordes et al., AJNR 2001

– BOLD-like signal characteristics
• Biswal, et al, NMR in Biomed, 1997, J. Cereb. Blood Fl. Metab, 1997
• Peltier & Noll, NeuroImage, 2002

– Depends on State & Anatomic Connectivity
• Quigley et al., AJNR 2001
• Lowe et al., NeuroImage 2000, Radiology 2002

• Evidence supporting spatiotemporal LFBF correlations as a 
neuronally mediated functional connectivity measure
– Electrophysiologic Basis for Neuronal Signaling at 0.1Hz

• Leopold et al., Cereb. Cortex 2002
– Spontaneous neuronal fluctuations reflect cortical connectivity

• Kenet et al., Nature 2003





Mutual InformationMutual Information
• Connectivity (dependency) is defined as a 

functional relationship between two variables
• A linear dependency can be predicted using 

correlation (or more generally linear regression)
• Linear dependency can be violated if:

– The hemodynamic response function is mis-specified
– The overall model does not specify all the 

dependencies within the data
• Mutual information (MI) measures the shared 

information content between two variables
• Thus, MI is a measure of the general dependence 

between two variables, not just linear dependence
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Mutual Information and EntropyMutual Information and Entropy
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Mutual InformationMutual Information
• The mutual information between two random variables 

x and y is defined as:

• where H(x) represent entropy defined as:

• we can define the normalized mutual information as:

• The mutual information between two random variables 
x and y is defined as:

• where H(x) represent entropy defined as:

• we can define the normalized mutual information as:
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MI Captures Nonlinear RelationshipsMI Captures Nonlinear Relationships

we can calculate the mutual information between a reference funcwe can calculate the mutual information between a reference function tion 
(hemodynamic model) and each voxel time course(hemodynamic model) and each voxel time course

An ExampleAn Example

• Let’s examine the two variables presented in the 
figure below:

• Calculating the Mutual Information:
– H(x) = 2.283
– H(y) = 2.857
– H(x,y) = 3.541
– I(x,y)=H(x)+H(y)−H(x,y) = 1.600
– In(x,y)=(H(x)+H(y)−H(x,y))/H(x) = 0.701

• Let’s examine the two variables presented in the 
figure below:

• Calculating the Mutual Information:
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Calculating MI Requires DistributionsCalculating MI Requires Distributions

• Optimization Needed:
– Estimation Method
– Bin size
– Additional Parameters

• Optimization Needed:
– Estimation Method
– Bin size
– Additional Parameters
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The EndThe End

Canonical Correlation AnalysisCanonical Correlation Analysis

• Extension of univariate correlation analysis
• Multidimensional technique combines subspace modeling 

of hemodynamic response and use of spatial 
dependencies 

• Assumes a number of image slices are acquired at N 
subsequent time points in each pixel in each image slice a 
timeseries of length N is obtained

• Search for pixels whose timeseries have a component that 
has a small signal increase during task performance
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Canonical Correlation AnalysisCanonical Correlation Analysis

• Consider region of pixels to use the spatial 
relationship between pixels    x-variable 
with timeseries x(t)

• Set of basis-functions act as y-variable 
and  span the signal subspace, denoted γ, 
which represent the range of 
hemodynamic response

• Seek linear combinations of canonical 
variates, X,Y, so they correlate the most 
X=wx1x1+...wxmxm=wx

Tx
Y=wyy1+...wymym=wy

Ty
• linear combination coefficients wx and wy, 

correlation ρ
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Canonical Correlation AnalysisCanonical Correlation Analysis

• CCA finds the linear 
combination coefficients which 
give the largest correlation 
between X(t) and Y(t)

• Linear combinations of pixel 
timeseries X(t)=wx

Tx(t) and 
basis-function Y(t)=wy

Ty(t) 
found so correlation between 
X(t) and Y(t) is the largest 
achievable value
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Canonical Correlation AnalysisCanonical Correlation Analysis

• Largest canonical correlation analysis coefficient      
qualitative measure of how well the timeseries in the 
3x3 neighborhood corresponded to the optimal signal 
Y(t)

• Large correlation       high degree of similarity
• Low correlation      not possible to find signal in the 

signal subspace that had similarity to timecourse in the 
neighborhood
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Canonical Correlation AnalysisCanonical Correlation Analysis

• Will not fail to detect highly 
localized activations       a 
single pixel

• Larger activated regions than 
true neurological sense

• Postprocessing step rejects 
spurious activated pixels     
Y(t) falls outside valid region 
of γ
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Canonical Correlation AnalysisCanonical Correlation Analysis

• How to improve CCA

– Method for obtaining statistical significance of the 
effect of postprocessing process 

– Method to reduce enlargements of activated regions 
caused when a vessel is encountered, which gives 
strong and spatially compact BOLD signals 
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